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Press Information 

The new Rebris line from hansgrohe with EcoSmart+ technology  available in chrome and matt black. 

A Fresh Breeze: hansgrohe Rebris with EcoSmart+ 
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Joy from all angles: The new hansgrohe Rebris line of taps brings new freshness to the bathroom with delicate aesthetics in two design variations, trend-

conscious finishes, premium quality, easy cleaning and new, innovative EcoSmart+ technology. 

Rebris is the new range of taps from hansgrohe that not only impress with their sophisticated product design, 

but also help to significantly reduce water consumption using the latest, innovative EcoSmart+ technology. 

Available in the UK from October 2022, the new Rebris line of taps from hansgrohe focus on design, 

technology, and function. Available in two different design variations, Rebris S with soft curves and Rebris E 

with clean lines, the new range incorporates sustainability and smart features that make everyday life easier.  

To meet the personal needs of the user and match a large range of bathroom settings, both the Rebris S and 

Rebris E have a sleek appearance with a sophisticated tap handle. Available in different heights, as well as 
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chrome and matt black finishes, the Rebris S blends harmoniously into a variety of bathroom styles with a soft, 

round silhouette whereas the Rebris E is straight-lined and angular.  

This design aesthetic continues throughout a wide range of hansgrohe products, from bath taps to single-lever 

fixtures for the shower. Other hansgrohe products, such as AddStoris accessories or Vernis hand-held 

showers also compliment the new Rebris tap line.  

Even (Eco)Smarter in Everyday Life 

The new Rebris line also incorporates pioneering EcoSmart+ technology, that aims to reduces water 

consumption to just 4 litres per minute at 3 bar standard pressure. As a result, Rebris reduces water flow by 20 

percent compared to existing EcoSmart products.   

Further sustainability features are offered via CoolStart technology. CoolStart ensures that the tap automatically 

delivers cold water when the handle is in the middle position, and therefore ensures no unnecessary energy is 

consumed by heating the water. You will still be able to get hot water with CoolStart technology, only when it 

is really needed. This simple upgrade to a bathroom will help reduce the amount of water used and help lower 

heating bills too.  

The new Rebris taps also have a Coin Slot aerator, so that the fitting can be simply detached with a coin for 

easy cleaning.  

-ends- 

 

About the Hansgrohe Group  Setting the Beat of Water. Since 1901. 

With its brands AXOR and hansgrohe, the Hansgrohe Group, based in Schiltach/Southern Germany, enjoys a reputation 

as a leader in innovation, design and quality within the bath and kitchen industry. Founded in 1901 in the Black Forest, 

the company gives water form and function with its faucets, showerheads and shower systems. The 120-year history of the 

company is marked by innovations, such as the first hand-held shower with multiple spray types, the first pull-out kitchen 

faucet, and the first wall bar to hold a hand-held shower.The company holds more than 18,500 active property rights. The 

Hansgrohe Group stands for long-lasting quality products and for responsibility towards people and the environment. 

Sustainable production of resource-conserving products . 

With 32 subsidiaries and 22 sales offices supplying products in more than 146 countries, the globally active company in 
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the sanitary industry is a reliable partner to its customers in all regions of the world. The Hansgrohe Group, its brands and 

products have won numerous awards, including more than 600 design prizes since 1974. The products of the Hansgrohe 

Group are found worldwide: on renowned cruise ships, in luxurious 5-star and boutique hotels, in international metropolitan 

cities, in extraordinary spas, exclusive bathrooms of lodges and luxury villas, public facilities, as well as in countless private 

-owned production facilities: four in Germany, one 

each in France, the United States and China. In 2020, the Hansgrohe Group generated a turnover of EUR 1.074 billion. 

It employs more than 4,700 people worldwide, about 60 percent of whom work in Germany. Hansgrohe is a member of 

the following bodies: CIPHE, APHC and SNIPEF. 

Find out more about the hansgrohe brand at: 

https://www.hansgrohe.co.uk/ 

 

Social: 

https://www.instagram.com/hansgrohe_uk/ 

https://twitter.com/hansgroheUK 

youtube.com/c/hansgrohe 

linkedin.com/showcase/hansgrohe-brand  

 
 

Issued on behalf of Hansgrohe Group by McCann Central, Communications House, Highlands Road, Shirley, West 
Midlands, B90 4WE.  For further information, please contact Laura Westcott, Louise Fisher, Tara Wilson, or Annie May 
Heno by emailing hansgrohepr@mccann.com.  
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Image Overview 
hansgrohe Rebris | Novelty 
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With rounded corners, a 
slim silhouette and high-
quality finish, the Rebris S 
blends into a wide range of 
different bathroom styles.  

 Timeless and minimalist: 
The product ranges of both 
Rebris design variations are 
available in matt black as 
well as chrome. 

 The Rebris range consists of 
taps with different spout 
heights, for bathroom 
planning tailored to the 
user. 
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With an attractive price point, Rebris from hansgrohe is the ideal choice for anyone who wants 
a small upgrade with a big visual impact.  
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Consistent comfort despite 
flow reduction: With only 4 
litres per minute at 3 bar, 
Rebris sets new standards 
in water savings thanks to 
EcoSmart+ technology. 

 The broad product range of the new Rebris line offers freedom 
in bathroom planning. Complementary products from existing 
hansgrohe ranges can be easily combined with Rebris for a 
harmonious and uniform look. 
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For a modern look and feel hansgrohe Rebris 
E provides straight lines and clean edges. 

 The soft design of hansgrohe Rebris S is 
particularly easy to combine with natural 
colours and materials, for an all-round sense 
of well-being. 
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The Coin Slot aerator on the Rebris tap makes cleaning quick 
and easy. Simply twist the regulator with its own thread out of 
the fitting and place it in water with lemon-based cleaner. 

 With CoolStart 
technology, the water is 
only heated when it is 
really needed. 

 

Image link: https://celum.hansgrohe.com/pinaccess/showpin.do?pinCode=22_hansgrohe_Rebris  

Copyright: We must draw your attention to the fact that we have only limited usage rights for the images provided; extended image rights, however, 
belong to the respective photographers. The images with a Hansgrohe SE copyright may therefore only be published free of charge if they clearly and 
expressly serve to portray or advertise the performances, products or projects of Hansgrohe SE and/or its brands (AXOR, hansgrohe). All other images 
shall only be used in connection with the corresponding press release. Any other form of publication requires the approval of the respective copyright 
owner and remuneration must be made in agreement with said copyright owner 
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